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Super-resolution of Video Sequences Using Local Motion Estimates Jeffrey B. Colombe and Burhan Necioglu The MITRE Corporation [email protected], [email protected] Abstract We present a method for boosting the resolution of ‘target’ frames of video using available supra-Nyquist information in surrounding frames during slow scene motion. Pixels in the frames surrounding a target frame were aligned to the target frame at subpixel resolution, by estimating translations of small upsampled image patches surrounding each pixel. This analysis was performed locally in order to account for the kinds of complex scene motion typical of human face imagery, motion which cannot often be effectively modeled using whole-image 2D affine transforms. Composite super-resolved images were built up from translated pixels, and missing pixels in the super-resolved pixel plane were imputed via adaptive-bandwidth bandpass interpolation and median filtering. Ambiguities in motion estimation due to the ‘aperture problem’ were systematically explored through visualization.



1. Introduction Current industry-dominant biometric face identification methods fail when imagery is of too low resolution, as occurs, for example, when faces are imaged either at a distance, or with a low-resolution imaging device, such as a cellphone camera or security camera. Super-resolution techniques may thus provide a way to boost the performance of downstream image processing functions such as face ID software. Methods for improving the resolution of video frames using information in neighboring frames have typically involved motion-correction of pixels across sequential frames to build a composite image that exploits the supra-Nyquist frequencies common in most available imaging devices [1,2]. While the presence of supra-Nyquist frequencies is usually considered a source of aliasing or distortion of image content in single frames, multiple samples of a lightreflecting surface moving with respect to the pixel



lattice effectively provides a denser sampling grid over that surface, allowing partial recovery of higherfrequency information than single frames alone can provide. An analogy is seen in human vision through periodic lattices, as happens when a person is gazing through a window screen. Standing still, certain details in the scene may be difficult to resolve, but slow side-to-side motion of the head can allow the visual system to reconstruct these details over a temporally varying sequence of views. Most methods to date for super-resolution have used global 2D affine transforms to align multiple images into the same coordinate registration for compositing [1,3-6]. This approach works best when the source of motion is slow camera panning across a distant scene that has no relative motion within it. For biometrics applications, however, human figures and faces may change shape and/or rotate in three dimensions with respect to the viewpoint of the camera. Such ‘complex’ motion cannot be adequately corrected using whole-image 2D affine transforms. However, complex motions can be approximated in the limit of a spatially distributed set of local translations. Our approach capitalizes on this property of complex motion, by performing translation-based alignments locally, at subpixel resolution with respect to the raw low-resolution images.



2. Methods In order to perform quality control checks on the success of our method, we artificially decimated highresolution imagery (which served as a form of ‘ground truth’ for this study) to generate low-resolution imagery, deliberately filtering before subsampling at an effective Nyquist cutoff frequency 1.5 times that of the final subsampling resolution. This approach allowed direct comparisons between the original ‘ground truth’ data and super-resolved images at the same lattice resolution.
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Figure 1. Low-resolution image (left) and 4x super-resolved image (right). (Original, unprocessed, high-definition color video frames Copyright 2006, CBS Interactive, Inc., all rights reserved.) Each ‘target’ frame of video to be super-resolved was compared with image content in a set of surrounding ‘source’ frames (20 source frames, or +/10 frames surrounding the ‘target’ frame in time, in these experiments). Prior to comparison, each frame was sparsely up-sampled (5x in these experiments), and the missing interstitial pixels filled in by low-pass filtering (0.5x the up-sampled Nyquist corner frequency) in the Fourier domain. Small (5x5 pixel) image patches were taken from these up-sampled and interpolated ‘source’ images surrounding each original low-res pixel. These pixel-surrounding ‘source’ patches were systematically compared with same-size pixel patches in the ‘target’ frame at a variety of displacement positions within a search area (41x41 base positions, in these experiments, +/-20 up-sampled positions vertically and horizontally relative to the original position within the ‘source’ frame). The ‘source’ and ‘target’ up-sampled patches were evaluated for similarity using an L1 distance metric (a sum of the absolute value of differences between pixel values). The best alignment was judged to be that with the lowest L1 distance metric between image patches within the search area. Aligned ‘source’ pixels were stored in the up-sampled ‘target’ grid. Multiple ‘source’ pixels that were aligned to the same ‘target’



positions were initially stored as separate entities for further analysis. Missing pixels in the up-sampled ‘target’ grid were imputed, or filled in, using an adaptive kernel-based, band-pass smoothing method. For each missing pixel, a Gaussian spatial smoothing kernel, centered on the missing pixel, was adapted in its bandwidth so that at least four non-missing pixels were within the 1.0 variance radius of the Gaussian, using a bracketing search procedure for optimization [7, Chapter 10.1]. Non-missing pixel values were weighted based on the local spatial value of the Gaussian (whose amplitude was normalized to have a peak value of 1.0), and the resulting value for the missing pixel was a weighted sum of the value of the Gaussian at each non-missing pixel in the neighborhood times the grayscale intensity of each non-missing pixel in the neighborhood:



(



pˆ i = ∑ p j Gi x i − x j j



L2



)



(1)



ˆ i is the estimate of the missing pixel value at where p



position i, G (⋅) is a Gaussian weighting function of distance between pixel positions, xi is the spatial position of missing pixel i, xj is the spatial position of
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Figure 2. Motion alignment error maps for each original low-res pixel. A. Detail of area in ‘target’ frame relating to motion around the nose. B. Motion alignment error map for a pixel on the tip of the subject’s nose in the ‘source’ frame (indicated by an orange square in A), over the exhaustive search area within the ‘target’ frame (41x41 adjacent displacements at sub-pixel, up-sampled resolution). The center pixel in this map represents zero horizontal and vertical displacement between frames in the search area. The lowest error is seen in the lower right corner, representing motion down and to the right from the original ‘source’ pixel. C. Motion alignment maps for a contiguous set of original low-res ‘source’ pixels. Each cell in the display corresponds to a single motion alignment error map as shown for a single pixel. One such alignment map is outlined in the upper right, corresponding to the pixel labeled orange in the image detail. Cooler colors in (B) and (C) correspond to better (lower) alignment errors, while hot colors correspond to worse (higher) alignment errors. Note that the well-circumscribed light pixel in the image detail in (C) has an excellent alignment, while the edge between shirt and background results in ambiguous motion alignment maps. This latter property is an example of the ‘aperture problem’ (see Figure 7 for an illustration). non-missing pixel j, and pj is the pixel value of nonmissing pixel j. In cases where multiple ‘source’ pixels were aligned to the same ‘target’ positions j in the up-sampled ‘target’ grid, they were treated separately and equally in the sum described by equation (1). A ‘goodness of fit’ measure Fi for each alignmentbased motion estimate was calculated as the sum of absolute values of the differences between the best alignment error ebest and all of the other alignment errors ej in the ‘target’ frame search area for ‘source’ pixel i:



Fi = ∑ e j − ebest



(2)



j



The L1 distance metrics evaluated by this method over the search area between frames was systematically studied and visualized, in order to gain some insight into the relationship between local image content, and the resulting quality of local inter-image motion estimates, particularly ambiguities in correct alignment resulting from the ‘aperture problem’ [8,9].
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Figure 3. Best and worst local alignments in the ‘target’ search area for each original low-res ‘source’ pixel across adjacent video frames (low values are better).



Figure 4. ‘Goodness-of-fit’ measure for alignment maps of each original low-res ‘source’ pixel across adjacent video frames (high values are better). See text for formula and discussion.



3. Results A low-resolution target frame and a 4x superresolved version of it are shown in Figure 1. Crisp edges, corners, and other features become much more clearly defined in the super-resolved version. Figure 2 shows motion alignment error maps between ‘source’ pixels and associated search regions within the ‘target’ frame. A single high-contrast pixel (middle right, Figure 2C) is well-circumscribed and thus aligns very well. By contrast, a region characterized only by an edge (lower left, Figure 2C) yields an ambiguous set of alignments. For each ‘source’ pixel, the best and worst alignment errors within the ‘target’ search area were



visualized, shown in Figure 3. High values and warm colors reflect poorer alignment error. Note that these worse errors tend to lie along occlusion boundaries that move between frames, where pixels may appear or disappear from view entirely between the two frames, making alignment impossible. Ideally, these ‘orphan’ pixels should be discounted; we are currently pursuing methods to resolve this issue. ‘Goodness-of-fit’ measures for each ‘source’ pixel during attempted alignment with the ‘target’ frame were visualized, shown in Figure 4. Regions with flat or featureless content, as in much of the background and the middle of the subject’s cheek, offered few cues for alignment, as might be expected. Regions with edges were better, and regions with highly
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Figure 5. ‘Goodness-of-fit’ measure for a set of alignment maps between a single video frame and itself (high values are better). This analysis was done as a control experiment to explore the significance of the inter-frame analysis results shown in Figure 4. circumscribed speckles were best. As a reality check, we performed this analysis between a single video frame and itself, to see the residual alignment ambiguities that resulted, shown in Figure 5. As expected, flat regions were hard to align, while edges and speckles were progressively easier to align unambiguously. Figure 7 shows an illustration of the ‘aperture problem’, and how it contributes to ambiguous motion estimation of edges within narrow fields of view.



4. Discussion We have demonstrated a method for superresolving video frames from information present in surrounding frames. ‘Source’ frame pixels are aligned at sub-pixel resolution into the ‘target’ frame, and composited to produce a super-resolved image. The motion alignment step is performed locally, using a small region surrounding each ‘source’ pixel, to allow super-resolution even in the presence of highly complex 3D scene motion that may involve substantial shape changes during inter-frame motion. In order to check the accuracy of the results, we performed the super-resolution analysis on artificially decimated imagery. An obvious next step would be to systematically evaluate the quality of the method on raw video sources. One caveat of approximating complex scene motion using a distributed set of local translations lies in the tradeoff between the size of translated pixel patches and the accuracy of estimating motion using translations. Smaller pixel patches are more likely to be accurately aligned during complex motion, but



contain fewer cues about local scene structure that may be useful for accurate alignment. Larger pixel patches offer more local scene structure for alignment, but are less likely to be adequate for alignment based only on translation. Other limitations of our current approach include accurate motion estimation under several problematic conditions. One of these is the presence of changes in local image content due to motion around occlusive boundaries, where pixels appear or disappear between video frame, as between a moving figure and its background. Others include high-magnitude local rotations or spatial rescaling of image patch contents; rapid and high-magnitude changes in surface reflectance (e.g., blushing, for faces); or illumination changes, such as moving into or out of the path of a directional light source, as from sunlight into shade. We expect that the use of color images, rather than grayscale as used here, is likely to improve the quality of alignments, because of the disambiguating effects of the additional information present in color imagery [10]. Our current efforts seek to resolve ambiguities in motion estimation by propagating information from more-certain regions of the ‘source’ frame (e.g., speckles) to associated and co-segmentable but lesscertain regions (e.g., edges or flat regions). We also intend to systematically explore the relationships between local image appearance, associated uncertainties in local motion estimation, and what image appearances elsewhere in the image are likely to resolve those uncertainties using unsupervised learning.
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[6] Freeman WT, Pasztor EC and Carmichael OT (2000) Learning low-level vision. International Journal of Computer Vision 20:25-47. [7] Press WH, Teukolsky SA, Vetterling WT and Flannery BP (1992) Numerical Recipes in C: The Art of Scientific Computing, Second Edition. Cambridge University Press. [8] Adelson EH and Movshon JA (1982) Phenomenal coherence of moving visual patterns. Nature 300:523-525. [9] Murakami I (2004) The aperture problem in egocentric motion. Trends in Neurosciences 27:174-177. [10] Farsiu S, Robinson D, Elad M and Milanfar P (2004b) Advances and challenges in super-resolution. Invited Paper, International Journal of Imaging Systems and Technology, Special Issue on High Resolution Image Reconstruction 14:47-57.



Figure 7. Cartoon of the aperture problem in local motion estimation. Motion estimation can be inherently ambiguous when performed using only local information. The top row shows an uncertain case, when only a segment of an edge is visible within the aperture (dotted lines). The bottom row shows a certain case, where a corner is present to disambiguate motion.
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